Ibn Sina was born in the year 371 of the Hegira in central Asia. As a young he learnt the Koran by heart thanks to his father who was a good Muslim and who gave him a good education later at school, Ibn Sina studied Arabic literature and science when he was 14, he studied medicine alone by reading hundreds of books and by finding the explanations to his question on his own.

Before he was 20, Ibn Sina was a well- Known doctor. One of his patients was the sultan of BuKhara. He treated him from a serious illness. When he was cured, the grateful Sultan allowed Ibn Sina to use his private library in the palace.

Ibn Sina improved his Knowledge of medicine by reading books written, by the Greeks, the Arab doctors and philosophers. He wrote a lot of books about medicine, philosophy, astronomy and science.

When he died at the age of 51, he had become famous and his most important book “The Canons of Medicine” was studied in many Universities around the World.

Questions:

1- Answer the following questions according to the text.
   a- What did Ibn Sina’s father teach his son?
   b- How did he study medicine?
   c- Did he write books?

2- Say whether the following statements are true (T) false (F) or not mentioned (N-M).
   a- Ibn Sina studied medicine in china
   b- He was allowed to use the sultan’s private library.
   c- He died in the year 422 of the Hegire.
3- Here are the answers to some questions about the text write the questions:
   a- Arabic, Literature and science
   b- The grateful sultan.

4- Find in the text words closest in meaning to the following
   1- Famous (§2)  2- ameliorated (§3)

Tick the appropriate opposite of the following
   1- Knowledge  2- allowed
      a- Sadness    a- permitted
      b- Ignorance  b- forbid
      c- Development c- went

5- Rewrite the second sentence so that it means the same as the one given:
   1- a- Mad dogs were Kept in Laboratory
      b- Pasture……………………

   2- a- You cannot make an omelet without breaking eggs.
      b- An omelet……………………

   3- a- We must learn English.
      b- English…………………..

   4- a- The Noble price was won by him in 1921.
      b- In 1921, he…………………..

6- Fill in the Gaps so that the text make senses:
   Albert Einstein is a ...............physicist. He ...............born in 1879 at (ULM).....Germany. In 1896 he left.......Switzerland to ...... his studies.

7- Circle the silent letter:
   Psychology, Knife, write, thought, when, listen, Wednesday.
**Written expression:**

Using the following notes write the biography

Of: Avtander Graham bell.

Born: March 3, 1847.

Place: Edinburg (Scotland)

First job: Teacher for the deaf.

Education: Royal high school.

Qualities: genuine intellectual curiosity

1870: invented the telephone.

Married Mabel Hubbard (his pupil deaf)

Children: 4

Titles: Professor vocal physiology and elocution Boston

1888: A member of national Geographic society

1882: Become American citizen

**Topic II:**

Choose your favorite invention and give a complete description of this device.
Correction of second English Term Examination: 2ASS/2ASGE

1 - Answer the following questions according to the text:
   a- In Sina’s father taught his son the Koran.
   b- He studied medicine alone by reading hundreds of books and by finding the explanation to his questions on his own.
   c- Yes, he did.

2 - Say whether the following statements are true (T) false (F) or not mentioned (N-M)
   a- F.
   b- T.
   c- N-M

3 - Here are the answers to some questions about the text write the questions:
   a- What did he study?
   b- Who allowed Ibn Sina to use his private library?

4 - Find in the text words closest in meaning to the following:
   1- Famous: Well-Known
   2- Ameliorated: improved.
      - Tick the appropriate opposite of the following:
         1- Knowledge: Ignorance.
         2- Allowed: forbid

5 - Rewrite the second sentence so that it means the same as the one given:
   1- Pasteur Kept mad dogs in laboratory.
   2- An omelet can not be made by us without breaking eggs.
   3- English must leant by us.
   4- In 1921, he won the Noble price.

6 - Fill in the Gaps so that the text make senses:
   Famous
   Was
   In
   Complete
   at
   7- Psychology- Knife- write- thought- when- listen- Wednesday.